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ABSTRACT 25 

Objective: A proof of concept analysis was conducted to establish whether link 26 

analysis could be applied to data from on-train recorders to detect patterns of behaviour that 27 

could act as leading indicators of potential safety issues.  28 

Background: On-train data recorders capture data about driving behaviour on 29 

thousands of routine journeys every day, and offer a source of untapped data that could be 30 

used to offer insights into human behaviour.  31 

Method: Data from seventeen journeys undertaken by six drivers on the same route 32 

over a sixteen hour period were analysed using link analysis, and four key metrics were 33 

examined: Number of links, Network Density, Diameter, and Sociometric Status.  34 

Results: The results established that link analysis can be usefully applied to data 35 

captured from on-vehicle recorders.  The four metrics revealed key differences in normal 36 

driver behaviour.  These differences have promising construct validity as leading indicators.  37 

Conclusion: Link analysis is one method that could be usefully applied to exploit data 38 

routinely gathered by on-vehicle data recorders. It facilitates a proactive approach to safety 39 

based on leading indicators, offers a clearer understanding of what constitutes normal driving 40 

behaviour, and identifies trends at the interface of people and systems, which is currently a 41 

key area of strategic risk.   42 

Application: These research findings have direct applications in the field of transport 43 

data monitoring. They offer a means of automatically detecting patterns in driver behaviour 44 

that could act as leading indicators of problems during operation, and which could be used in 45 

the pro-active monitoring of driver competence, risk management and even infrastructure 46 

design. 47 

 48 

 49 
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PRÉCIS 50 

Link analysis was applied to data collected from on-train recorders and four metrics drawn 51 

from graph theory were calculated.  The results offer a proof of concept of the potential to 52 

use these data to detect patterns of behaviour that could act as leading indicators of potential 53 

safety issues.  54 

 55 

 56 

 57 
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INTRODUCTION 75 

On July the 6th, 2013, a Boeing 777 crashed on landing at San Francisco Airport, resulting in 76 

the deaths of three people, and the injury of 181 others (NTSB, 2014); on July the 22nd, 2013, 77 

a ‘hard landing’ by a Boeing 737 at New York’s LaGuardia Airport injured sixteen 78 

passengers (NTSB, 2013); on the 24th of July, 2013, one of the most serious train accidents in 79 

Spain’s history occurred in Santiago de Compostela, resulting in the deaths of 79 people, and 80 

causing injury to many more (Puente, 2014).  While the occurrence of three such events in 81 

the space of a month may suggest transport incidents of this type are commonplace, in reality, 82 

accidents in these sectors are extremely rare. Since the 1940s safety performance in most 83 

transport and high hazard sectors has improved dramatically (Shappell & Wiegmann, 2004; 84 

Evans, 2011, 2012; EASA, 2010).  A side effect of this trend, however, is that a different type 85 

of accident, which identifies the critical role of the human in the system, has been exposed. 86 

As with the three accidents that occurred in July 2013, these accidents typically occur in spite 87 

of fully functioning equipment and world-class safety management processes (e.g. NTSB, 88 

2013, 2014; Puente, 2014).  This represents a major challenge for safety and Human Factors 89 

disciplines.   90 

 91 

Lagging Indicators 92 

 93 

One of the defining technical developments at the heart of improving post war trends in 94 

safety is the so-called ‘Black Box’.  Although there is a long history of using devices for 95 

mechanical ‘condition monitoring,’ it was the development of the cockpit voice recorder that 96 

seized the imagination of a nascent airline industry seeking methods of tackling notable 97 

airline crashes (Warren, 1954).  ‘Black Boxes’ (or more correctly, data recorders) 98 

automatically capture information about changes to system parameters over the course of a 99 
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journey. In the UK and US, airliners have been required to carry ‘Flight Data Recorders’ 100 

(FDR) since the 1960s.  In the UK, trains have had to carry similar ‘On Train Monitoring and 101 

Recording’ (OTMR) devices since 2002.  The original purpose of these instruments was to 102 

supply data that could assist investigators in understanding the causes of an accident, and 103 

offer a means of learning from this in order to prevent a re-occurrence. In these 104 

circumstances the recorder data are used as a ‘lagging indicator,’ a type of loss metric that is 105 

apparent only after an incident has taken place (Rogers, Evans & Wright, 2009).  106 

 107 

A side effect of improving safety trends, however, is that the volume of data collected from 108 

data recorders in normal operations is now vastly out of proportion to that required to 109 

diagnose the cause of a specific accident.  The original ‘flight memory unit’ dating from the 110 

1950s could monitor eight channels of information on a four hour self-erasing loop.  Today, 111 

most modern airliners, using the industry standard ARINC 573 avionics standard, record in 112 

excess of 2000 parameters on quick access storage mediums, which, for most practical 113 

purposes, are unlimited.  The situation is therefore a paradoxical one.  The volume of data 114 

collected via ‘black boxes’ has never been so abundant, yet because accidents are so rare, the 115 

opportunities to use the data, at least for the original purpose of post-accident analysis, are 116 

equally rare.  This creates a large but significantly under-used source of data, and if, for each 117 

infrequent major accident, there are many more ‘incidents’ like Signals Passed at Danger 118 

(SPADs) (on the railways) or long landings (in aviation), then a focus on major accidents, or 119 

‘loss metrics’, could be misdirected (Bird & Germain, 1985; Heinrich, 1941; Coury et al., 120 

2010; Eurocontrol, 2013, 2014).  This raises the possibility of a complementary approach, 121 

using this vast store of recorder data to identify measurable precursors to major events. These 122 

are termed ‘leading indicators’ and form part of a new paradigm in risk control and predictive 123 

safety (e.g. Eurocontrol, 2013, 2014). 124 
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 125 

Leading Indicators 126 

Leading indicators are based on the underlying concept of risk triangles developed within the 127 

insurance industry (see Heinrich, 1941). Heinrich used data from real accidents in the 1930s, 128 

and established empirically that for every major accident in which an injury or fatality 129 

occurred, there were 300 recordable incidents that did not result in injury. The improvement 130 

in post war safety performance is evident in aviation data, which today shows the base of the 131 

risk triangle comprising 49,000 ‘occurrences’ yet only 179 ‘serious incidents’ (CAA, 2011). 132 

Many similar risk pyramids in other domains possess extremely wide ‘bases’ of ‘no injury 133 

accidents’ and extremely narrow tips of ‘major injuries’.  The broader principle at work here 134 

is that for every major incident there are many more precursor events (Bird & Germain, 135 

1985), that each of these precursors has the potential to develop into a serious accident given 136 

the wrong combination of circumstances, and that these precursor events will be contained in 137 

the data recordings routinely collected, but often not systematically analysed.   138 

 139 

Safety Plateau 140 

A concerning feature of accident data in the rail and aviation sectors is that while the 141 

frequency of major accidents is low, the rate has remained relatively stable despite 142 

technological advancements in safety equipment and procedures (European Aviation Safety 143 

Authority (EASA), 2010; Wolmar, 2012). Further, the desired reduction in less serious 144 

incidents has not occurred in aviation (Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), 2011) or rail sectors 145 

(Wolmar, 2012). Indeed, in the rail sector “there is widespread concern within the industry 146 

that the background indicators – rather than the headline grabbing ones – have remained 147 

worryingly stable” (Wolmar, 2012). Although delays in applying appropriate safety features 148 

may contribute to issues on the railways (e.g. Rail Accident Investigation Branch (RAIB), 149 
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2008), as in aviation, improved safety equipment is not a panacea, and an examination of the 150 

‘broad causes’ implicated in recent rail and aviation accidents provides evidence that the 151 

interface between human and technology is critical.  Based on an analysis of global aviation 152 

accidents, the UK Civil Aviation Authority’s 2011 Safety Plan (CAA, 2011) identified seven 153 

key safety issues.  The top four (Loss of Control, Runway Excursions, Controlled Flight Into 154 

Terrain, and Airborne conflict) relate strongly to Human Factors issues. The accident 155 

discussed in the introduction, where a Boeing 777 landed short of the runway at San 156 

Francisco airport and hit the seawall that precedes it, falls broadly under the third category - 157 

Controlled Flight into Terrain (CFIT).  The safety systems were functioning and the crew was 158 

seemingly in control of the aircraft when the accident occurred.  In this case the lagging 159 

indicator is the occurrence of an accident that can be formally examined in detail.  The 160 

leading indicators might be an observed increase in the number of planes landing at some 161 

point before the ideal touchdown area, or some other subtle features of the situation or 162 

context that shapes behavior in undesirable ways, which can be detected from the data 163 

provided by hundreds of routine journeys.   164 

 165 

Similarly, in an analysis of European rail accident data, three of the seven ‘broad causes’ 166 

listed (Signals Passed at Danger, Overspeeding, Signalling/Dispatching error), also involve a 167 

prominent Human Factors dimension (Evans, 2011). For example, overspeeding was 168 

identified as a factor in the train accident in Santiago de Compostela (Puente, 2014). In this 169 

instance, the combination of circumstances meant that the consequences of over-speeding 170 

were severe. However, a large number of less extreme speed violations in this area of track 171 

could also serve as leading indicators and help identify the potential danger before it results 172 

in an accident of this magnitude. 173 

 174 
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Data Monitoring 175 

In pursuit of further safety enhancements, and recognising the paradoxes exposed by 176 

improving safety trends, the UK Civil Aviation Authority pioneered an innovative approach 177 

to the analysis of recorder data called Flight Data Monitoring (FDM) or Flight Operations 178 

Quality Assurance (FOQA). In FDM, data from on-board recorders are extracted and 179 

analysed after every journey with the explicit aim of detecting subtle trends that may be 180 

indicative of future problems (Wright, 2012). The approach is structured around the detection 181 

of leading indicators or ‘events’, which are defined as: “deviations from flight manual limits, 182 

standard operating procedures and good airmanship” (Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), 2003, 183 

p16). Under ICAO Annex 6 Part 1 (Amendment), Flight Data Analysis is now mandatory for 184 

operators of aeroplanes of a certified take-off mass in excess of 27,000 kg. The safety culture 185 

in the comparable UK rail industry is perhaps less mature, but the importance of leading 186 

indicators is encouraged via the Rail Safety and Standards Board safety culture toolkit 187 

(RSSB, 2011).  188 

 189 

While the concept of leading indicators is well accepted, the challenge is to apply this 190 

concept to the Human Factors risks that are now of most strategic concern; Neither the rail 191 

nor aviation sectors are able to do this in a comprehensive and robust way, and there is 192 

considerable scope for innovation.  This paper describes a novel means of contributing to 193 

progress in this area, by linking data recordings to human factors methods, in order to 194 

develop proof of concept human factors leading indicators. 195 

 196 

Link Analysis 197 

Link Analysis is an interface evaluation method used to identify and represent ‘links’ in a 198 

system between interface components and operations, and to determine the nature, frequency 199 
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and importance of these links (Chapanis, 1996; Stanton et al., 2005). Links are movements of 200 

attentional gaze or position between parts of the system, or communication with other system 201 

elements.  For example, if an actor is required to press button A and then button B in 202 

sequence to accomplish a particular task, a link between buttons A and B is recorded.  Link 203 

analysis uses network diagrams to represent the links within the system or device under 204 

analysis, with each link represented by a straight line between the ‘linked’ interface elements 205 

or ‘nodes’.  The most obvious use of link analysis is in the area of workspace-layout 206 

optimisation (Stanton & Young, 1999) where it provides information on the placement of 207 

controls and displays according to their importance, frequency of use and function.  208 

 209 

Link analysis was originally developed for use in the design and evaluation of process control 210 

rooms (Stanton & Young, 1999), but it can be applied to any system where the user exhibits 211 

hand or eye movements, including driving a train or piloting an aircraft.  The approach is 212 

extended in this paper by relating it more generally to the fields of Graph Theory, a well-213 

established branch of applied mathematics with a long history of application in many 214 

different domains, which operates on data matrices of the sort that underlie link analysis.  215 

Instead of viewing a link analysis diagrammatically as a series of ‘nodes’ and ‘links’, graph 216 

theory can instead be applied to a matrix which describes the link diagram as a form of cross 217 

tabulation table (an example is shown in Figure 1).  The table has two axes along which all 218 

the nodes are arranged.  If nodes along these axes are linked, then a value is inserted into the 219 

appropriate intersecting cell within the matrix.  Graph theory is used to extract numerical 220 

metrics that can reveal useful underlying properties of the link analysis that cannot be 221 

detected by visual inspection alone.  This approach has been used successfully by researchers 222 

in organizational design, most notably Bavelas, Leavitt, and colleagues at MIT in the 1950s 223 

and 60s (e.g. Bavelas, 1950; Bavelas & Barrett, 1951; Leavitt, 1951 who were able to use 224 
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graph theory to formally establish the importance of each node, and how they related to each 225 

other, in order to understand communication networks.  226 

 227 

A Novel Application of On Train Data Recordings 228 

In the current application, rather than using observation, link diagrams will be driven directly 229 

from recorder data by monitoring the channels that record the activation of controls that are 230 

manipulated by human operators.  By these means the range of ‘normal’ patterns of 231 

interaction with the controls can be defined, reflecting individual differences and 232 

environmental factors.  The prediction is that these outputs, which could be generated 233 

automatically in a full-scale application, will provide metrics that help the analyst to discern 234 

important features of the pattern and structure of human interaction with a control interface. 235 

This investigation therefore acts as a ‘proof of concept’ to establish the potential of the 236 

approach using ‘real-world’ train data, and to consider whether it could offer useful insights 237 

if applied on a larger scale within both the rail and aviation sectors.   The following sections 238 

detail the specifics of the approach, the range of metrics applied to the link analysis data, and 239 

the results obtained. 240 

 241 

METHOD 242 

Dataset 243 

A sample of transport recorder data was provided by a UK train operating company in the 244 

form of a continuous download from a Class 153 ‘Super Sprinter’ diesel passenger multiple 245 

unit. The On Train Data Recorder (OTDR) device was a UK Group Standards compliant 246 

Arrowvale unit that recorded 72 parameters.  The recorder scans the parameters for changes 247 

at a rate of 20ms but in the present system, to economise on memory requirements, data are 248 

only logged when one of the 72 parameters changes. The ‘raw’ data file, therefore, contains a 249 
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non-uniform timeline that was corrected in manual post processing. For this proof of concept 250 

demonstration 17 recorder channels were monitored.  These referred to all of the primary 251 

driver controls, from brake and throttle controls to the door release button and train horn, 252 

including all the relevant safety systems.  The data recordings covered six drivers who 253 

undertook 17 journeys on the same route on the same day. For confidentiality and to comply 254 

with ethical guidelines, further details of the individual drivers were not provided. The first 255 

journey commenced at 7.01 am and the last commenced at 11.01 pm. The journeys took 256 

place in Eastern England on a rural branch line.  This route, combined with the rolling stock 257 

chosen, offered a particularly well controlled environment, although it should be noted that 258 

the route has a particularly high incidence of accidents and incidents (including several level 259 

crossing collisions and an impact with the buffer stops: these incidents are not part of the 260 

current data file).  The line begins at a station called Marks Tey and terminates 13km later at 261 

a station called Sudbury. The analysis was based on the final portion of the journey, from the 262 

penultimate stop in Bures until termination of the journey in Sudbury, a distance of 7 km. On 263 

this section of route the maximum speed is 50mph, the gradients are gentle, and trains operate 264 

on a ‘single train only working’ basis. In other words, there are few sources of external 265 

variation on the route between Bures & Sudbury station, so observed differences in the 266 

interactions between driver and interface will be indicative of differences in driving 267 

technique. 268 

 269 

Procedure 270 

Link analysis is used to analyse the way in which drivers interact with the train controls, 271 

recording the presence or absence of relationships among pairs or sequences of controls. For 272 

example, if a driver moves the brake from Step 3 to Emergency, this creates a direct link 273 

between these two control positions. The two brake positions would be represented as nodes 274 
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in the resultant diagram, with a line between them to show they are linked. If the brake is 275 

never moved directly from Step 1 to Step 3, but always passes through Step 2, then there will 276 

be no direct link between the two, though a longer path (Step 1 to 2, Step 2 to 3) will exist. 277 

The operating principles that underlie link analysis can be seen more fully in Figure 1. Link 278 

analysis, and calculation of corresponding network metrics using Graph Theory, was 279 

conducted on each of the seventeen journeys. This produced an individual link matrix table 280 

for each journey, a combined master matrix where the pattern of control activities was 281 

summed across all seventeen journeys, and six ‘driver’ matrices, which combine data across 282 

journeys to identify the patterns of interactions exhibited by each of the six drivers separately. 283 

The link matrices, and corresponding graph theory metrics and link diagrams, were 284 

implemented in a software package called Applied Graph and Network Analysis (AGNA) 285 

(Benta, 2003).  Four metrics of interest were produced: number of links (the total number of 286 

control inputs used to drive the train from the origin station to the destination), network 287 

density (the portion of all possible links in a network that are actually linked), diameter (the 288 

number of links required to travel between every pair of nodes in the network, i.e. the longest 289 

of all the calculated path lengths), and sociometric status (a measure of the ‘connectedness’ 290 

of nodes in the network, a measure of their importance). These metrics are explained in more 291 

detail in the sections that follow, but Figure 1 summarises the way in which link analysis was 292 

applied.  293 
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 294 

 295 

Figure 1: Diagram illustrating the application of link analysis and how a sequence of control actions can be visualized as a set of nodes and links 296 
in a network diagram and link matrix table. 297 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 298 

 299 

Network Diagrams 300 

The pattern of control activities across all 17 journeys is summarised in the network diagram 301 

in Figure 2. This gives a visual representation of the pattern of connections that were 302 

produced across all drivers and journeys in the analysis. This link diagram demonstrates that 303 

some components of the cab interface are more heavily interconnected than others, that there 304 

is an ‘overall’ level of connectivity, and that the number of links one needs to traverse to 305 

reach different pairs of nodes (controls) also differs.   306 

 307 

 308 

Figure 2: Overall Network Diagram showing the sum of all links based on 17 309 
journeys between Bures and Sudbury (n = 6 drivers).  The links are binary and denote the 310 

presence of a link in one or more journeys/drivers. 311 
 312 
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To investigate whether individual drivers differ in their interactions with the cab interface and 313 

controls, network diagrams were also produced for each of the six drivers, and these are 314 

shown in Figure 3. The diagrams are formed based on the journeys undertaken by each 315 

driver, which varies from two to five trips. Drivers 2, 3, and 5 undertook two journeys each, 316 

Drivers 1 and 4 undertook three journeys each, and Driver 6 undertook five of the journeys.  317 

Despite these differences, the links in the network are binary, so the number of times the 318 

same link occurs (which will naturally be higher over a greater number of journeys) does not 319 

affect the analysis.   320 
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 321 

 322 

Figure 3: Individual driver network diagrams showing the distinct ways in which drivers interacted with the train controls while covering 323 
the same route. 324 
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All journeys took place on the same day, on a relative simple route, and this is reflected in the 325 

similarities that can be seen across the driver diagrams. However, it is still possible to 326 

observe different patterns of links in the network diagrams of the six drivers.  For example, 327 

the network diagrams of Drivers 3 and 5 exhibit distinct patterns of connections. It can be 328 

seen that Brake Stage 3 is linked to a greater number of nodes for Driver 5 than for Driver 3, 329 

and the pattern of interactions in relation to braking appears different more generally despite 330 

the common route followed. Clearly the method is sensitive to small differences in behavior.  331 

Graph Theory was applied to formalise these differences by performing a mathematical 332 

analysis of the link matrices using four different network outputs.  333 

 334 

Number of Links  335 

The first, and most simple, network metric is the number of links.  The number of binary 336 

links across the 17 journeys ranged from 24.8 (Driver 6) to 34 (Driver 4).   337 

 338 

Figure 4: Spread of link values across journeys and drivers 339 
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The differences in the number of links across driver networks suggest there is variation in the 340 

way in which the drivers interact with the interface. Networks with a greater number of links 341 

have connections between more node pairs, and this may indicate that in these networks the 342 

driver uses the controls in a more flexible manner (e.g. sometimes moving the speed 343 

controller from position 4 to 5, sometimes from 4 to 7). Looking at the means, there does not 344 

appear to be a consistent pattern, but there are individual differences.  Driver 6 has the lowest 345 

mean link value (M = 24.8), while Driver 4 has the highest value (M = 34). To explore this 346 

further, the link values for each journey, separated by driver, are also displayed in Figure 4. 347 

On closer inspection of the individual variation, it appears that Driver 6 has low link values 348 

across journeys, which suggests this individual is fairly consistent in their interactions with 349 

the controls. Meanwhile, Driver 4 records different values for each of the three journeys 350 

undertaken. While other external changes in lighting etc. may explain some of these 351 

differences, there is support for the idea that this metric offers potentially important insight 352 

into individual differences in driving style.  353 

 354 

The present method shows promise as a means of detecting leading indicators, as it appears 355 

sensitive to differences in behaviour between drivers on the same route. Some variation is 356 

evident even with a small sample of data on a series of relatively straightforward single-track 357 

journeys, but further investigation is required to assess the effectiveness of different driving 358 

strategies on a larger scale. By comparing driver performance across repeated journeys on the 359 

same route, it may be possible to establish the range of ‘normal’ performance for an 360 

individual driver, and for all drivers on the route. Where performance on a particular journey 361 

deviates from these norms, this information may act as an indicator that something is amiss 362 

before an accident occurs. This could be a useful means of monitoring fatigue on routes 363 
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where environmental conditions have been identified as problematic, by offering objective 364 

evidence to support driver reports. 365 

 366 

Density 367 

The second network metric is ‘density’, and measures the actual number of links used 368 

compared to the maximum available.  It is given by the formula: 369 

 370 

 Network Density = 
)1(

2

nn

l

 

 371 

 372 

Where ‘l’ represents the number of links in the diagram and n is the number of individual 373 

interface items.  The value of network density ranges from 0 = no interface items connected 374 

to any others, through to 1 = every interface item is linked to every other at some point in the 375 

journey.  Figure 5 illustrates the spread of values for the current sample of six drivers on an 376 

identical route. It shows that density varies between 0.09 (Driver 6) and 0.12 (Drivers 1 and 377 

3) with a mean of 0.11.  378 

 379 

Figure 5: Network density by driver 380 
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High density, broadly speaking, suggests a pattern of interaction characterised by a large 381 

response repertoire. To illustrate, in a fully connected network control actions could follow 382 

any sequence, because all actions would be possible. In the current network, it would mean 383 

that, for example, after releasing the brakes the driver could potentially perform any other 384 

interaction with the interface. In practice, only some combinations occur, producing 385 

differently connected networks. Where a network has high density there are lots of options 386 

for different control sequences, the context requires and/or is compatible with these different 387 

control sequences being deployed and, furthermore, the driver has the requisite skills and 388 

sensitivity to the environment to be able to perform them. Whether high or low response 389 

diversity is objectively ‘good’ or ‘bad’ depends on the circumstances and risk outcomes 390 

derived from larger scale analyses. In this analysis, there is little variation in density values 391 

across drivers.  However, given the restricted nature of the track followed on this journey, 392 

this is not surprising. If a value were recorded that fell outside this narrow range, then this 393 

may also provide a leading indicator that the driver’s task performance has deviated from that 394 

expected on this route. 395 

 396 

Diameter 397 

The third network metric is called ‘diameter’, and is given by the formula: 398 

 399 

Diameter = maxuyd(u,v) 400 

 401 

Where d (u,v) is the greatest number of individual controls that have to be negotiated in order 402 

to progress from one control to another, excluding routes that backtrack, detour, or loop 403 

(Weisstein, 2014; Harary, 1994). Put more simply, diameter represents the longest path in the 404 

network in terms of the number of nodes that are traversed.  The chart in Figure 6 shows that 405 
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mean network diameter varied between 8.33 (Driver 4) and 11.5 (Driver 5). Across drivers, 406 

the mean diameter was 9.82. 407 

 408 

 409 

Figure 6: Mean network diameter by driver 410 

 411 

Generally speaking, larger diameters are associated with more ordered sequences of activity, 412 

and the difference between Driver 4 (diameter = 8.33) and 5 (diameter = 11.5) indicates a 413 

difference in their interactions with the controls. This means that on average the longest path 414 

between any two connected nodes in the network is three links longer for Driver 5 than for 415 

Driver 4. To give an example of what this difference means in practice, examination of the 416 

data for the two journeys undertaken by Driver 5 reveals that each time the driver accelerated 417 

the train, the controls were used in a consistent step-like manner. When moving from throttle 418 

position 0 to 7, each intervening position was used, in the order 0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7 (diameter 419 

=7). However, when the three journeys undertaken by Driver 4 are examined, a different 420 

pattern is visible. This driver does use the 0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7 some of the time when 421 

accelerating the train from throttle 0 to 7, but a different pattern is also used. On half of the 422 

accelerations (6 out of 12 instances), the driver moves the throttle in the order 0-1-2-3-4-7 423 
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(diameter =5). This means that the driver uses fewer steps to move between 0 and 7 on these 424 

occasions, which contributes to a smaller diameter.  The current analysis does not attach a 425 

value to these differences, as high levels of sequencing may be entirely appropriate in certain 426 

contexts, but less appropriate in others, and an analysis of outcomes based on a larger dataset 427 

is required to determine this.  The key issue is that the method is sensitive enough to be able 428 

to capture these subtleties. 429 

 430 

Sociometric Status 431 

The fourth network metric is ‘sociometric status’. Sociometric status provides a measure of 432 

how active a node is relative to the total number of nodes in the network (Houghton, et al. 433 

2006). Nodes that are highly connected to other nodes in the network will have high 434 

sociometric status. This is calculated using the formula: 435 

 436 

𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 =
1

𝑔 − 1
 ∑(𝑥𝑗𝑖 + 𝑥 = 𝑖𝑗)

𝑔

𝑗=1

 437 

 438 

Where g is the total number of nodes in the network, i and j are individual nodes and are the 439 

link values from node i to node j. In this context sociometric status metric was used to 440 

identify the relative importance of nodes across different journeys and drivers. Sociometric 441 

status provides a measure of how active a node is relative to the total number of nodes in the 442 

network (Houghton, et al. 2006). Nodes that are highly connected to other nodes in the 443 

network will have high sociometric status.  444 

 445 

A sociometric status analysis was conducted for each of the 17 individual journeys between 446 

Bures and Sudbury. Using these values a mean score was calculated for each driver based on 447 
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the journeys for which they were responsible. The results of these calculations are 448 

summarised in Figure 7 along with the mean across all 17 journeys. Although the data are not 449 

continuous, the use of a line chart helps to illustrate the differences between drivers, and the 450 

sociometric status of each control. 451 

 452 

 453 

Figure 7: Sociometric Status values by driver showing mean (solid black line) and all 454 
6 drivers (LEFT) and the mean versus drivers 4 and 6 (RIGHT) 455 

 456 

The different patterns that emerge can be more clearly seen in the right hand side of Figure 7, 457 

which displays data from two of the drivers, Driver 4 and Driver 6, and compares their 458 

performance against mean performance across all 17 journeys. This graph shows that the two 459 

drivers display different signatures from each other, and these also differ from mean 460 

performance. This can be seen most clearly in the values for the throttle positions. In all three 461 

profiles there is an overall pattern of descending importance as the throttle position increases, 462 

however, the values for Driver 6 are consistently lower than the mean. In contrast, the values 463 

for Driver 4 are higher than those of Driver 6 throughout, and higher than the mean for all 464 
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throttle positions except for throttle position 2. There is also a small peak at throttle position 465 

4, which shows this node has higher importance for Driver 4 than for Driver 6 (and the 466 

mean). 467 

 468 

By examining the OTDR data files for the three journeys undertaken by Driver 4 and the six 469 

journeys undertaken by Driver 6, the underlying differences in the way in which these drivers 470 

interact with the throttle are revealed. Table 1 displays descriptive statistics that summarise 471 

three key measures of throttle use for these drivers and shows that there are key differences 472 

between the drivers. 473 

 474 

Table 1 Interactions with the throttle controller for Drivers 4 and 6. 475 

  476 

       Driver 4 Driver 6 477 

No. of sequences per journey   11  6 478 

Mean no. of throttle moves per sequence 5.81  3.87 479 

Mean no. of throttle moves per journey 64  23.2 480 

 481 

Driver 4 initiated 11 sequences of throttle movement on each of the three journeys 482 

undertaken, while Driver 6 initiated 6 sequences of throttle movement on each of the five 483 

journeys undertaken. Additionally, the sequences initiated by Driver 4 (M = 5.81) consisted 484 

of a greater number of steps than those initiated by Driver 5 (M = 3.87), and during the 485 

journey from Bures to Sudbury, Driver 4 altered the throttle position an average of 64 times, 486 

versus an average of 23.2 times for Driver 6. Distinct patterns such as these indicate again 487 

that this metric offers a useful means of identifying different ways in which drivers interact 488 

with the controls, and suggests these differences may grant access to leading indicators 489 
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around driver strategy and technique that could usefully inform safety improvement and eco-490 

driving strategies. For example, it may be possible to identify if over-speeding incidents are 491 

more likely to occur for drivers who use one method of driving than another. The key issue 492 

going forward is to map the performance of these different link-based metrics to actual risk 493 

outcomes, and formally establish their performance as robust human factors leading 494 

indicators.  As a first step towards this goal a set of candidate leading indicators, such as 495 

those described above, are needed. 496 

 497 

CONCLUSION 498 

 499 

The aims of this paper are to assess whether human factors methods like link analysis can 500 

accept recorder data as an input, whether graph theory can be usefully applied to the data 501 

matrices underling the method, and to identify a set of candidate leading indicators that 502 

appear sensitive enough to detect subtle changes in driver behavior. Each of these aims has 503 

been met, so the next step is to apply these candidate leading indicators to a larger data set, 504 

and formally establish the relationship between them and actual risk outcomes.  To operate 505 

effectively as a leading indicator the method used should be methodologically robust (i.e. it 506 

should provide meaningful insights into actual risk outcomes), practically expedient (i.e. 507 

amenable to automation, given the potentially large quantities of data involved), and couched 508 

firmly at the interface of people and systems (this is where most strategic risks now seem to 509 

reside). As an established Human Factors method (e.g. Stanton et al. 2005), link analysis 510 

fulfills the first criterion, and the analysis presented here demonstrates it has the potential to 511 

satisfy the second and third.  512 

 513 
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Marked differences in driver behavior would not be anticipated over such a simple route, 514 

using identical rolling stock, and performed on the same day.  Indeed, the ‘outputs’ of the 515 

driver’s control actions resulted in identical outcomes: the train departed and arrived on time, 516 

and adhered to the speed limit and other route constraints at all times.  Within this, however, 517 

were some marked differences in how this outcome was achieved, which the link analysis 518 

method was sensitive enough to capture.  The distinct patterns of interaction evident in the 519 

network diagrams hint at how little we know about what constitutes ‘normal’ driver 520 

behaviour or the antecedents of more serious incidents and accidents, which reside within it.  521 

The current state of practice in driver training and competence is heavily orientated around 522 

observation, classroom training and to some extent driving simulators.  Approaches like the 523 

one described in this paper highlight the opportunities to be gained from a continuous process 524 

of data monitoring using metrics that are simple to automate and that are sensitive to human 525 

factors aspects of driver behaviour.  The possibilities to for using approaches like this within 526 

existing competence management systems, and to inform non-technical skills training, are 527 

considerable.  Large quantities of ‘big data’ already exist and the data collection 528 

infrastructure is already in place. What are currently missing are the human factors leading 529 

indicators with which to convert these raw data into practical insight.  This paper represents a 530 

step in this direction. 531 

 532 

 533 

KEY POINTS 534 

 535 

 536 
 Transportation accidents occur in spite of the well-developed safety mechanisms in 537 

operation, and the human factors component of operational safety is of increasing 538 

importance. 539 
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 On-train data recorders capture data about driving behaviour on thousands of routine 540 

journeys every day, which could potentially be analysed using Human Factors 541 

methods in order to develop leading indicators. 542 

 The data source offered by on-vehicle recorders can be used pro-actively to improve 543 

safety in both aviation and rail transportation. 544 

 This article presents four metrics from graph theory analysis (links, density, diameter, 545 

sociometric status) applied to data from on-train data recorders that offer a proof of 546 

concept of the potential to use these data to detect changes in driver behavior. 547 

 548 

 549 

 550 

 551 

 552 

 553 

 554 

 555 

 556 

 557 

 558 

 559 

 560 

 561 

 562 

 563 

 564 
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